Start Tracking, Start Knowing

What if...
You could see problems when they start instead of after they’ve happened
You could increase safety and efficiency with one simple system?
You could track your school buses instantly?

Any GPS system can tell you that a bus is at 203 Main Street at 7:45 AM. What most systems can’t tell you is if the bus is running late, early, or on time. With EDULOG’s industry leading GPS/AVL system, you can instantly compare what the bus is doing to what the bus should be doing.
Accurate data relies on having the right GPS hardware on your bus and the right GPS software in your office. That’s why EDULOG partners with the most trusted names in GPS hardware.

Make Your Job Easier
Locating a bus can tell you part of the story, but direct access to details like engine idle time, stop-arm deployment, and door status completes the picture.

Compare Real World Data to Your Plan
Combine EDULOG’s Routing and Planning software with GPS and comparing your plan to real world data becomes a simple task. Now you can track unscheduled and missed stops as well as early/late route deviations like never before.

We Play Well With Others
While EDULOG GPS performs best when used with our Routing and Planning software, it will work well with third party routing and planning software - and with your current student information system.

Simply the Best, No Exceptions
Districts using complete EDULOG GPS tracking solutions enjoy real success in making their transportation more effective and help put money back into the classroom.

Contact EDULOG to learn more and receive a FREE demo!

406.728.0893
866.340.3896
www.edulog.com
info@edulog.com